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THE TIDES OP THE OHIO

June 10, 1996

John A. MacLeod

Election Day, March 19th of this year, left m~
puzzled yet impressed. The Hamilton County 1/2 cent
sales tax increase to support the development and
construction of a new baseba ll stadium and of a new
football stadium had rece ived remarkable voter support
and had passed by a generous and unexpected margin.
I
can tell you that I voted in favor of the tax but with
no great enthusiasm and certain ly without a well
marshalled argument in favor of the proposal.
I wanted
the Reds and Bengals to stay in town, and I could sort
of comprehend the owners' appetite for new playgrounds,
but I really was content with Riverfront stadium.
The
financial rationales offered were rather pale and the
way the sales tax increase was bundled left me
distinctly uncomfortable. Maybe natural grass would
reduce the dismaying number and severity of injuries
but you don't need a new stadium to get natural grass.
Maybe I was just mirroring Marge Schott's perversity
and voting against my better judgment.
I don't really
understand myself but the fact is that a large number
of people shared my view and my vote.
In the end, after the election, it felt likely
that we had been swept along by "a tide in the affairs
of men," with enough people sensing positive momentum
and gathering forces that they had, even lacking a
cogent logical foundation, said, "Let's move along."
Let's hope it leads on to fortune.
An important part of the fantas i es accompanying my
vote in favor of the tax increase is associated with
vague notions of how our city can be reconnected with
its riverfront. And, like others, I imagine the
redevelopment of the Convention Center as being
integrated with the new stadia and accoutrements. The
basic view is that the river bas been the dominant
force and developmenta l pathway for our city and
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region. We have an opportunity to reestablis~ and
revitalize the River-City connection by bridg~ng or
breaking through the barriers that have too long slowed
and misdirected our course.
So I waxed a bit, philosophically, and found
myself wanting to pursue further the idea of tides and
most particularly The Tides of the Ohio. And, as usual
when I go historical, I also went back to my own early
years.
Some of the earliest reading I did on my own was a
book "A Child's Study of Geography". My memory is that
I was home from school with the measles and, this being
pre-television days, an important variable in how we
learned, I filled the hours pleasurably reading.
Perhaps my interest in maps, and geography in general,
is rooted in that period. Whatever the genesis I find
that I don't look at a map casually but scan and search
with a kind of evenly hovering attention that can
continue for a period of time with real enjoyment.
Such was my experience in bringing out a map of
the Ohio River Valley as I looked ahead to this
evening's events and began to peruse the familiar
features of our valley, rather expecting our host's
village to easily pop into view, but such was not the
case. Larger and larger maps were necessary and
finally I nailed Rabbit Hash. Once you know where to
look, you wonder what the problem had been.
In the
process I again became curious about the highly
irregular course of the Ohio River, especially in the
Cincinnati region. That curiosity also became part of
the genesis of this evening's paper.
As I looked more deeply into the origins of the
Valley I became aware of the endless ebb and flow of
land, soil, rock, ice and water, of discontinuities and
joinings, of endings and new beginnings, timelessly
repeated. And although my attention was first directed
to the early beginnings of the valley I could feel the
theme of tides, of waxing and waning seasons of
gatherings and disseminations, a current that extended
into historical times also coming very much into the
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Regarding our valley I'll on y take the story back
a half a billion years when a s ha 0 sea covered all
of the midwest.
For mi llions of years this sea
nurt~red.diver~e creatures , beyond number, with enough
calc1um 1n the1r makeup that as they died their remains
became alternating layers of limestone and shale.
certainly early tides occurred here though there was as
yet no Ohio River or Valley.
A present day reminder of this heritage is the
recent establishment of the Cincinnat i Fossil Festival
observing and celebrating a mong other things:
1) The
official fossil of the state of Ohio i s a trilobite
from Cincinnati. 2) cincinnati is the home of one of
the country's most respected fossil-collecting clubs,
the Dry Dredgers.
3) Acknowledging the fossil richness
of Southwest Ohio, an area fa mous worldwide among
geologists. The organizers of the Festival promise
that it won't be stuffy, someone might just pullout a
banjo and sing "Cincinnati Road Cut Blues," a song
written with traffic tie ups in mind.
A first step in the creation of our valley was the
development of an upward fold in the bedrock of
limestone, the Cincinnati Arch. Professor Joseph
James, a well known geologist of Cinc innati in the
past, called the area of this arch "the old 7st dry land
in the western world." That i s a boast I dld not know
I could make. Professor James went on "its site can
boast an antiquity which puts to shame many more
renowned cities - its rock being hoary with the age of
countless centuries, while the soil of Ne w Orleans is
yet saturated with its bapt is al shower. They were
grey with moss when the Devonian site of Louisvill e was
deep under the ocean, when the s
rboniferous of st.
Louis was as yet scarcely even in
e process of
formation and they vastl y antedate
e Rocky Mount ains
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and the Mississippi." That's quite an account of our
longevity. Truly a geezer among cities.
For the most part the course and topography of the
Ohio River Valley was formed hundreds of millions of
years after the Ordovician Period when the cincinnati
Arch developed.
some two million years ago, as the ice
age began, there was no ohio River but rather the
streams and rivers flowed north, not west and south,
forming a masterstream the Taeys River, which flowed
westward across west central Ohio and northern Indiana.
Before the ice age the land level was generally higher
than now, with hilltops just 150 feet higher than
bottom lands compared to the modern relief or contrast
of 400 feet from valleys to hilltops. The land and
soil have experienced tides as well as the seas and the
ice.
Around 1,200,000 years ago, as the first glacier,
the Kansan, approached our area, it blocked the
northward flow of the streams and a huge lake formed,
of course named Lake Ohio. The lake extended up from a
divide at Madison, Indiana to beyond Pittsburgh, which
was then under 300 feet of water. The water was 250
feet deep in the Madison area.
Eventually the melting
Kansan glacier, whose thickness could have approached
two miles, filled the valley until the Madison divide
was overflowed, eroded and removed. The torrents of
water, from a high tide to low indeed, must have been
remarkable. Thus was established the western flow of
the Ohio River beyond our tri-state area, though much
work remained to be done .
. Tho~e of you who receive Ohio Landscapes, the
publ1cat1on of the Nature Conservancy of Ohio, may have
rea~ the material in the Spring issue this year giving
a dlfferent name for the huge lake, Lake Tight (named
after William G. Tight who in 1903 demonstrated the
former exi~tence of the preglacial Taeys River).
In
that materlal the area of the Lake was estimated to be
7,000 square miles, to be compared to Lake Erie's 9 910
square miles.
'
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One of the most bea t~=
views or
ohio River Valley that ~
y on th e
s~te of this Madison di vide.
9 road
leads from the riverside t
e cacpus
of Hanover college. On the
e town,
there is a river overlook
spectacular view up and down the seep of the Ohio
Valley.
It is not hard to imagine the torrents of
water that created this beautiful and sharply defined
valley. Memorable events have created a remarkable
vista.
t~e

In our Cincinnati area the heavy flow of the
Kansan glacial melt cut a deep and broad valley but not
along the present river course. Thi s so-called Deep
Stage Ohio, the valley was some 100 feet deeper than at
the present time and loaded with gravel, flowed into
our area, then up the present Little Miami to Newtown,
west to Norwood, where we find the Norwood lateral
today, and then north up today's Millcreek Valley where
it was joined by the north flowing Deep stage Licking
River, draining the area of Kentucky.
The merged
rivers looped over to Hamilton and then south along the
Great Miami and Whitewater Rivers to join the Ohio, as
it moved south past where we find ourse lves this
evening in Rabbit Hash.
Eventually the Illinoisan glacier, about 400,000
years ago, invaded our area and blocked the Deep Stage
Ohio. A large lake was created in the river valley
which circled around Cincinnati. As had happened
during Kansan glacier ti ~es, the .wa t~rs event~a~ly
overflowed existing barr~ers, thlS tlme the dlvlded
breach was at Anderson Ferry, and the present course of
the Ohio River in our area was established.
A ride on the Anderson Ferry gives a good
opportunity to observe the steeply pitched hills on
both the Ohio and Kentucky sides of the river leaving
re~atively little flat land.
The highways and the
ra1l~oad.pre ·~ ty much tak e up the available space - and
~~et~~ag1nat1on is not strained to think of it as land
re:ulti~gbeen ~looded ~y the g acier elt with the
eros~on leav~ng the narrow valley .
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The final glacier, that is the final glacier so
far, the wisconsinan, came close to Cincinnati about
70,000 years ago but did not have the influence of the
first two glaciers. The melting of this glacier, and
its outwash, created the generous local supplies of
sand and gravel and filled the river bottoms to their
present levels. To the east of us the major streams
had similarly been reversed in direction and rechanneled so that the Ohio Valley as we know it, from
Pittsburgh downstream, existed by the end of that ice
age.
Perhaps my interest in the theme of the beautiful
ohio River Valley being a consequence of eons of
recurrent disorder and disruption derives from my
living through the chaotic situation in medicine,
medical education and so-called "Medical Care Delivery"
in recent years. The massive mergers, realignments,
shifts in direction, outplacements and downsizings do
bring to mind an ice age of our own - and there are
days when I wonder if I'm not a terminal moraine. That
picture does grab me and heat me up a bit but for now
I'll just wait for a little more melt water to come
along and cool me off. What I intend to do is return
to the tides of the Ohio, let's see if I can control
and guide the flow.
Humans began to be part of the tide experience
some thousands of years ago - the figure given is often
10,000 years ago but recent findings suggest a
significantly earlier time. An issue in our area is
that the last glacier, beginning from about 70,000
years ago, probably was melting and flooding our area
recurrently until close to 10,000 years ago and the
melt waters, so profuse and influential, obscured the
early traces of human habitation and activity. When
evidence is available it is clear that the Ohio was a
central channel in the lives of early peoples though
the real rising tide of human presence didn't begin
until the European explorations and settlements. All
of this is familiar enough and will not be repeated
here. The epic story of the flatboats and early
migrations by river into the tri-state area are
effectively and beautifully presented at the Museum
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Center by the Cincinnati Historical Society. The
growing community, the surge of commerce, the impact of
the network of canals are all thoroughly understood by
this audience.
However, in the middle of the nineteenth century
an ebbing of this tide of commerce began. That ebbing
is traced to improved iron and steel quality and the
spread of steam powered engines as well as the western
movement of development in America.
steamboats became
larger and more reliable but even more rapidly railroad
networks spread and freight shipped by train rapidly
overtook that shipped by barge and steamboat. This can
be epitomized in the rapid development of Chicago in
the latter half of the nineteenth century, surpassing
cincinnati as a center of commerce and industry.
Cincinnati was far from being a backwater but it no
longer rode on a rising tide of activity and influence.
The area influence was strengthened in 1878 when
Congress authorized "the canalization of the Ohio
River," by low lift locks and dams, to permit year
round barge and boat traffic.
But that canalization
was not a high priority project and it was not until
1929 that a system of 50 locks and dams, from
Pittsburgh to the Mississippi, was completed.
In the
1930's new construction reduced the number of dams to
46.
This relatively stagnant situation began to be
stirred after World War II with the development of
diesel powered boats enabling the use of larger barges
and the transport of increased tonnages - and at faster
speeds. The new towboats could now push tows that more
than filled the old locks and the costs were less than
rail freight.
This rising tide of river traffic,
reflecting growth and increasing commerce in the
valley, had to be accommodated and in the early 1950's
the old wicket dams began to be replaced by modern dams
and high lift locks. These facilities handled the
larger tows of the larger barges more rapidly, as well
as accommodating the ever increasing numbers of
pleasure craft. The present number of high lift dams
is 18, there remain two wicket dams, those two nearest
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the Mississippi, which will eventually be replaced by
one high lift darn.
The yearly tonnage figures for commercial traffic
on the ohio increase sign i ficantly every year, the most
recent tonnage figures are for 1993, reporting that
228.4 million tons went by the Port of Cincinnati
during that 12 month period. That tonnage is
.
significantly more than the Panama Canal, the Rh~ne
River or the Soo Canal connecting Lake superior and
Lake Huron. Only the Suez Canal has more tonnage
because of its large convoys of supertankers but even
then perhaps only 30% more than the Ohio commerce.
The heavy and growing commercial traffic on the
river is easily being matched by soaring numbers of
pleasure craft. The number of pleasure craft licensed
in Hamilton County alone is 20,000 and that number is
increasing by several hundred per year. The increasing
numbers and complexity of marinas is notable but even
so boaters are finding that they have to travel
extended distances in order to find available docking
facilities.
The river again is showing its influence
as an organizing force i n our reg i on.
Some sense of how high the t i de of river traffic
has risen is gained every year in cincinnati over the
Labor Day weekend when approximately 500,000 people
crowd the river banks and thousands of boats solidly
fill the channel to watch the spectacular WEBN
fireworks.
Until recently a flood of beer added
excitement and peril to the occas i ons. The Coast Guard
estimates that 2,500 boats are gathered in the
immediate area of the WEBN fireworks - "You can walk
across them from shore to shore," said the Coast Guard
officer with whom I ta l ked.
This past winter, not incidently, I learned in
depth about the dangers of these congregations of boats
while immersed in the Boating Safety Course offered by
the local United states Power Squadron. To explain the
occasion for that immersion takes me back to last Labor
Day when I was boating on Lake Sunapee in New Hampshire
rather than on the Ohio River. Though not matching
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packed boats on our river, there were plenty of boats
to keep track of as I rounded the elbow of the lake
leading into Sunapee Harbor.
I slowed as I calculated
how to keep a safe distance from the sail and power
boats criss-crossing my path but my caution did not
come up to minimum standards, a fact I became
acquainted with as I heard the characteristic horn of a
lake patrol boat and as I swiveled and saw the flashing
blue light approaching me.
"What distance are you
required to keep from other boats?" the officer
inquired of me.
I confessed ignorance.
"150 feet , " he
stated as he pulled out his book and began to write me
a ticket.
150 feet!
The event may give you a deeper
appreciation of New Hampshire conservativism and New
Hampshire is unique in that regard. No such
requirement exists in Ohio or Kentucky, a fact I nailed
down during my US Power Squadron Course, a course I had
to prove mastery of before I could renew my boat
license in New Hampshire.
I can report to you a tide
of anger about the incident but none at all about the
Power Squadron Course, it was worth the ticket.
Can
yoU imagine the WEBN fireworks with boats maintaining
150 feet ot distance? Th Qy'd have to cancel the event!
I am aware that I'm not including the major event
of Tallstacks in these remarks but it obviously is a
very significant development and surely merits a whole
paper rather than a less comprehensive observance.
You are all more aware than you may desire that
automobile traffic is also increasing rapidly in our
metropolitan area. The interstate highway has been a
major influence in regional development - almost
comparable as a force to the channeling the melting of
the Kansan Glacier created resulting in the Deep stage
Ohio. Of course it is by more than chance that the
interstate system follows those channels, the Norwood
Lateral, 1-75 through the Millcreek Valley, 1-275 as it
comes down into the Whitewater and Great Miami Valleys,
are some instances. The proliferating traffic, as did
the glacial melt, is forcing new channels and
redirecting the flow of activity. The most obvious
c~rrent e~ample ~s the almost completed Cross County
Hlghway llnkup wlth 1-275. The completion of that work
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will accelerate even more the development of the
western Hamilton county area and possibly push the
development of an additional bridge between that part
of Hamilton county and Boone County. These
accelerating flows are objectified in the OKI regional
traffic counts which show increases of 40-60% over the
past ten years at various points around 1-275.
My interest on these points had included gathering
information about the tonnage of truck and rail traffic
moving through the Cincinnati area.
In fact such a
compilation is close to being available through OKI but
that publication missed my going to press deadline.
However my reading of the roads and rails is that a
flood tide is in progress there - never, for example,
have I seen such continuous, lengthy freight trains,
made up of the much enlarged freight cars, running
across the overpass at the bottom of Clifton Avenue
hill - again an old Millcreek, Deep stage Ohio location
- it's a rarity for the tracks not to be in use.
Another indication of a rising tide is that the state
of Ohio led the nation in the number of new industries
or manufacturing businesses launched this past calendar
year and southwest Ohio lead the state.
Expectedly, a
building boom is underway in our area and gives promise
of continuing for some time.
But of all the area forces and flows the one most
currently dominant in turning the tide in the valley is
the development of the airport. As we all remember,
and still can see, the regional airport started out
actually in the valley.
Lunken Airport is on the flood
plane of the Little Miami and Ohio Rivers. As
commercial aviation began flexing its muscles following
World War II the requirement of a less confined air
field was understood and the move to the undeveloped
area of Boone County was made.
I see that move as
central in allowing the Tri-state area to develop as a
regional metropolitan area. While gradual for years
the airport's growth more recently meets all the
descriptives of a flood tide, with few indications of
ebbing. The only downside of the enlarging activity
beyond the inconvenience of continuous construction '
activity, is the premium price we pay as a consequence
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of having a successful national and international hub
operation. May the predictions of a moderation in this
premium cost come true.
The statistics of all this activity are
impressive. The airport is predicted to have 15
million passengers pass through it this year and has
recently become ranked among the nation's busiest. Air
traffic controllers at the Greater Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport have directed an average
100 flights an hour, 16 hours a day, for 83 days
sequentially, qualifying them to be classified as a
Level V facility in the same company with Chicago
O'Hare, Los Angeles and Atlanta.
In the past 12
months, through the end of March, the controllers
handled 512,000 landings and takeoffs.
But not all of the Ohio Valley is riding a swell
of activity. Take Rabbit Hash. Well, not many people
have. But I thought it would be of interest to hear
about how a backwater area of the valley has kept up
with contemporary times. Are rising tides influencing
activity here as well?
As you found out this evening, if you lacked the
knowledge previouslY, Rabbit Hash has been variously
defined as an area of a few hundred acres, some 30-40
houses and at times a hundred or so, or even several
hundred people.
It is located on the river as it runs
south and just before the bend eastward that provides
the name for the large nearby powerplant. More
recently the town is cited as having ~hree t~ four
acres, five built up structures and flve reSIdents.
It
has not been in a period of ascendancy.
But in spite
of a declining presence, the town has made the news
occasionally.
A settlement existed on the river here from the
middle-1700's. A tavern was a part of the settlement
and legend has it that the name of the town came from
the well known rabbithash served by the tavern. The
tavern was a favorite stop for flatboat operators.
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More recently, for close to 80 years, the town
activity has centered around a general store, the
survivor of several such stores - the origin of the
' s s1gn
.
t
store said to go back to the 1830's. The sore
declares it offers "notions and potions." And a stroll
around its casually arrayed displays reveals soft
drinks a slim assortment of groceries and a quite
broad ~ffering of souvenirs, maps, t-shirts, caps and
oddities. The traffic is not heavy and friendly chit
chat is the order of the day. Rabbit Hash beer may now
be added to the available refreshments, as we have had
the pleasure of discovering this evening.
The presence of the river is powerfully evident.
A broad view of the ohio is seen from the road in front

of the store and the town of Rising Sun, directly
across the river in Indiana, is clearly visible.
You
would think the location would be a natural one for a
ferry and some have been active. But interest in
coming to Rabbit Hash has never been high and the last
ferry service ended in 1988. There has been some talk
of a revival of cross river traffic as the possibility
of a gambling casino in Rising Sun has emerged but
there seems little Rabbit Hash enthusiasm for such
ventures.
A relevant item in 1988 in the Enquirer reported
that the town of Rabbit Hash could be purchased for
$639,000 - essentially the whole town is owned by one
individual. The sale offer languished, however, until
fairly recently when casino developers began calling
suggesting that Rabbit Hash's future be linked to
Rising Sun's as a tourist center. Those possibilities
led to Rabbit Hash being taken off the market.
"It'll
be on the market only if the right person with the
right intentions comes along," the agent is quoted as
saying.
The dominant role of the river was evident in 1985
when five oil barrels were washed up on the hamlet
shore. When the barrels were opened residents became
nauseated and dizzy. When volunteer firemen, who
responded to the scene, also sickened, the area was
cordoned off and 15 families were evacuated. Promptly
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enough the EPA, as reported in the Enquirer again,
declared the foul liquid safe.
So you can see the
contemporary quality of Rabbit Hash life.
Add to this the experience of a number of years
ago when a commercial river fisherman reported
suspicious activity on the Rabbit Hash river bank after
the fisherman had been plagued by the theft of his
fishing nets. Boone County officers discovered three
plots of marijuana, totaling 272 plants, and evaluated
at $272,000. The plots were accessible only from the
river side through a circuitous, well concealed route.
The confiscated pot went up in smoke. The pleasure and
participation of those attending the event is not
noted.
The river has not always been so entertaining for
Rabbit Hash. The 1937 flood, disastrous for our whole
area, was especially so for the small town when the
high waters washed away half of the town's homes. As
you can see today driving along the river road, the
homes are now located well acove the high water
possibilities.
A consequence, frequently unrecognized, of the .
construction of the high lift dams is commented on wIth
feeling by Rabbit Hash res i dents. When Markland Dam
was completed a few mi l es downstream, the river pool
stage jumped from 16 to 26 feet.
one man points across
the road and says, "I used to have 15 acres of corn out
there and maybe I still do. They didn't buy the land,
just got an easement to put water over it." And now
the water comes all the way to the road. A high tide
but now a permanent one. Unfortunately backwater
communities may not have much to say in such matters.
But the more stable river flow has benefitted such
towns as Rabbit Hash, outside the metropolitan area,
beyond the beltway, and more and more people have
located homes, or second homes, near the river in order
to enjoy the boating, the fishing and the view of the
endle~s act~vities on the river.
And Bill Burleigh,
an~ h1s famIly, are far from being alone in deciding to
enJoy country living near urban conveniences, making
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good use of the hilltops looking over the beautiful
valley, a valley still experiencing dynamic change
after taking hundreds of millions of years to develop
so grandly. Rabbit Hash definitely seems encompassed
in the positively evolving Tri-State Ohio River Valley
development.
So, my optimistic reading of the stadium tax
result as indicating a gathering tide of exciting
valley development is clear. And you have heard how I
see the strong and healthy river activity, hopefully
becoming more connected and more powerfully flowing, as
near the center of the forces moving that development,
a development that has an increasingly extended range.
We seem to be riding the crest of a rising tide, as
barriers fall and forces gather, possibly due to the
area emerging from a mini-iceage of stalled
development.
Even Fountain Square West is on the move.
Some people think of Cincinnati as just a bunch of old
fossils but all of us folks here in the Literary club
just know that can't be true.
Appreciation is expressed for the help given by
Alfred Kleine - Kreutzmann Rare Book Curator and
Director of the Inland Rivers Collection of the Public
Library of Hamilton County.

